**Brussels44Center - Passage 44**

Information: +32.2.222.84.99 - www.b44c.com - dexiacongresscenter@dexia.com

**Transport**

Bus: 38 (stops along boulevard Pachéco, right outside Passage 44)

Rail: North Station (Gare du Nord), a 10-minute walk away

Tram: Rogier' square, a 5-minute walk from Passage 44, lines 3, 52, 55, 56, 81 and 25

Underground: Line 2 at the Rogier station or at the Botanique station (at 5 minutes)

Car: coming from Ghent/Antwerp/Liège/Charleroi, inner ring, exit “Centre-Centrum”

**Parking**

Head for the Passage 44 car park.

It is accessible from boulevard du Jardin Botanique, boulevard Pachéco and rue de l'Ommegang.